ideas for applying TAOIBPs

CREATE EXPECTATIONS OF RESPECT

SIGNAL INCLUSIVITY

INVITE PRONOUN SHARING

Asking for pronouns can be seen as an act of respect and inclusivity. It allows for a safer and more open environment, where people can feel heard and acknowledged.

SHARE

ENGAGE IN CRITICAL CLOSE READING & DISCUSSION.

call out speak & resist normativities

What is the context here? Why is this? Why is this? Why is this?

ENGAGE IN CRITICAL CLOSE READING & DISCUSSION.

Off the textbook.
Off the internet.
Off the language.
Off the gender.

Finally, Language & Trans.

QUEER & TRANS

LANGUAGE & TEACHING DIRECTIONS

ENGAGE IN CRITICAL CLOSE READING & DISCUSSION.

Open up ways of knowing.
Open up ways of being.

BE QUEER & TRANS CONCEPTS.

Open up ways of knowing.

The ways in which gender can be made relevant to language classrooms are limitless.

LIMITLESS

The ways in which gender can be made relevant to language classrooms are limitless.
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